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MNI Point Of View: No Surprises As The Baton Is Passed 
 
Outgoing Governor Kuroda met the wider consensus view as he chose not to tweak policy settings at his f inal 

monetary policy meeting atop the central bank. The post-meeting statement was mostly a copy and paste exercise, 
reaf f irming the Bank’s overarching view surrounding the economy (albeit with a slight downgrade to its view on 
exports), alongside a reiteration of  its forward guidance. This lef t the future of  monetary policy settings to the 

incoming leadership, as opposed to making any attempt to deploy the ‘transition-smoothing’ tweaks that some had 
called for. 
 
The post-meeting press conference saw Kuroda outline a slightly more conciliatory tone surrounding recent 

inf lation developments, although he continued to underscore the idea that the Bank’s inf lation target has not been 
met on a sustainable basis, while also noting that the attainment of  the BoJ’s inf lation goal has moved a little closer. 
Kuroda also tipped his hat to a more probable chance of  f irmer wage growth. 

 
As we f lagged ahead of  the meeting, the results f rom the shunto wage negotiations will be key, with the subsequent 
wage negotiations between smaller f irms and their employees/unions providing another focal area on that f ront. 

 
Ultimately, we don’t expect any change at the Bank’s April meeting, which will see Kazuo Ueda preside over 
matters for the f irst time. Still, that event may be used to signal a wider review of  the BoJ’s monetary policy 

f ramework, as well as a formal rethink of  the inf lation accord  struck between the Bank and the government (with the 
potential for a tweak to the wording of  the timeframe surrounding the Bank’s inf lation target, as opposed to the 
numerical 2% inf lation goal itself ). These steps would be deemed hawkish and would likely pave the way for a 

further tweak of  the BoJ’s monetary policy settings in the months that follow.  
 
We previously noted that Ueda is seemingly more pragmatic than his predecessor, although his initial nomination 

hearing comments were on the dovish side of  expectations (at a time when hawkish speculation was at fever pitch), 
as he played down the need for an immediate policy tweak, although he also noted that sometimes it is best to 
surprise when it comes to monetary policy moves. 

 
The inline nature of  the BoJ’s latest monetary policy decision didn’t prevent a post -meeting market reaction f rom 
occurring. When it came to USD/JPY there was a sharp 100 pip rise, with the pre-meeting downside hedging in the 

cross (1-week USD/JPY risk reversals hit the lowest levels observed since the depths of  the initial COVID outbreak 
in the days ahead of  the decision) being unwound. An already notable pre-meeting JGB rally in futures extended, 
while 10-Year JGB yields pulled of f  of  the BoJ’s YCC cap, showing below 0.40% for the f irst time since the Bank’s 

January meeting. This also indicated an unwind of  hawkish pre-meeting positioning.

https://www.boj.or.jp/en/mopo/mpmdeci/mpr_2023/k230310a.pdf
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MNI BOJ WATCH: Kuroda Entrusts Ueda With Achieving 
2% Target 

 

By Hiroshi Inoue 
 
TOKYO (MNI) - Outgoing Bank of  Japan Governor Haruhiko Kuroda said he entrusted incoming governor Kazuo 

Ueda with the achievement of  the 2% price target, an outcome that eluded him in his decade-long stewardship of  
the bank. 
 

“I have been known Mr. Ueda for a long -time ago and used to discuss various issues. Mr. Ueda will p ay attention to 
the economy, prices and f inancial markets, and I hope Ueda will manage monetary policy in an appropriate 
manner” to achieve the 2% price target, Kuroda told reporters on Friday af ter his last policy meeting.  

 
Kuroda said it was regrettable the 2% price target hadn’t been achieved during his tenure, although Japan was no 
longer mired in a def lationary environment. “There is a sign that norms, such as prices and wages will not rise, will 

change," he said. 
 
The comments came af ter the conclusion of  a two-day policy meeting, with the Bank of  Japan maintaining its -0.1% 

short-term rate and the 50bp band around its 10-year yield curve target of  zero percent. The economy was judged 
to be moving in line with the bank's baseline scenario despite lingering downside risks and high uncertainties. The 
board maintained their easy forward guidance, indicating policymakers are vigilant against near-term downside 

risks. 
 
Kuroda said it was extremely important for the BOJ to maintain easy policy for the time being, not only to create an 

environment that enabled f irms to raise wages but also to achieve the 2% price stability target.  
 
ALL EYES ON UEDA 

 
The focus now shif ts to the April 27-28 policy meeting under governor Ueda, with his f irst appearance coinciding 
with the release of  the Outlook Report that will contain updated medium-term economic growth and inf lation 

forecasts out to f iscal 2025. Ueda, a 71-year old academic, takes of f ice on April 9. 
 
Ueda told lawmakers during conf irmation hearings that current BOJ policy was appropriate and that easy policy 

needed to be maintained as the 2% price target hadn’t been achieved.  
 
However, he telegraphed his willingness to mitigate the side-ef fects of  easy policy, such as impaired bond market 

functioning, while ruling out an imminent policy tightening. Markets are rife with speculation the BOJ will phase out 
or abandon yield curve control given Ueda's past criticism of  the policy. (See MNI BOJ WATCH: Ueda Pledges 
Easy Policy, Flags YCC Options) 

 
WAGES IN FOCUS 
 

The outcome of  ongoing wage negotiations loom as an early challenge in determining whether Ueda can steer 
inf lation back to the 2% target in a stable and sustainable manner.  
 

Kuroda said major f irms are considering raising wages amid a tight labor market and rising cost of  living pressures 
due to inf lation, paving the way to achieve the 2% price target.  
 

“The possibility is high that wages will be raised higher than before. But I won't comment further as wage 
negotiations are underway now,” Kuroda said.  
 

“Wages including basic salary rise are important. But the economic mechanism behind price rises and the outlook 
for economic and prices conditions are important,” he said.  
 

 
  

https://marketnews.com/mni-boj-watch-ueda-pledges-easy-policy-flags-ycc-options
https://marketnews.com/mni-boj-watch-ueda-pledges-easy-policy-flags-ycc-options
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Sell-Side Views 

 

CBA: We hold to our view that the BoJ, under new Governor Ueda, will move away f rom the ultra‑easing setting of  
monetary policy in coming months. The BoJ is looking for stronger wages growth to be conf ident that the spike in 
inf lation will be sustained and inf lation expectations set higher.  The outcome of  the shunto wages negotiations will 
be key here. It is looking likely that a strong outcome will be achieved in the shunto process.  

 
Citi: There were none of  the farewell surprises that some market participants had feared. We still expect YCC to be 
adjusted comparatively quickly under this new regime. Our base case is July, when the Outlook Report will be 

published. Otherwise, our descending order of  probability is June, April, and September onwards. The adjustment 
we currently assume is a shortening of  the target duration f rom 10- to 5- or 3-Years. 
 

• We expect data-driven YCC adjustment backed by explanations of  the underlying logic. 

• We infer that any moves to combat side-ef fects will be undertaken within the f ramework of  maintaining an 
unchanged degree of  accommodation, implying no shif t to tightening to counter side-ef fects. 

• The f inal results of  the ongoing shunto spring wage negotiations will be published in early July. If  there is 
an increase of  1.3% for base salaries (excluding the seniority -driven portion) as we expect, sustained 2% 
inf lation would remain a distant prospect. However, we think it could bolster BoJ conf idence in its upward 

projection for trend inf lation. Higher trend inf lation should lif t inf lation expectations and depress real interest 
rates if  YCC is holding down nominal rates. This is the mechanism on which YCC is predicated . 

• In our base case, YCC is adjusted in July when the f inal outcome of  the spring wage negotiations becomes 
clear. If  there is no BoJ move ahead of  the June MPM, expectations for July adjustments could increase 

based on the timing of  the Outlook Report and wage settlement releases. The absence of  an Outlook 
Report update in June presents dif f iculties for explaining the basic price outlook in terms of  wage 
settlements, but the BoJ could accompany the statement with a separate explanation.  

 
Goldman Sachs: Some market participants were of  the view that the BOJ would eliminate YCC entirely or adjust it 
further as it was the last for Governor Haruhiko Kuroda, to alleviate the burden on the next governor, Kazuo Ueda. 

We also noted this as a risk scenario. We think Governor Kuroda's approach was to give the new leadership a f ree 
hand for deciding all the specif ic procedures and timing surrounding the exit strategy for YCC.  
 

• In our view, revising forward guidance is thus only a matter of  time. 

• There are broadly two options to make YCC more sustainable; widening the 10-year yield band again or 
shortening the target maturity. We lean slightly toward the latter (shortening maturity to 5 years).  

• If  the band is widened further, we think it would need to be as wide as ±100 bp in order t o avoid having 
market yields immediately hit the upper limit. However, assuming the BOJ maintains its 10-year target at 
0%, then the notably large gap between the market yield and the target yield would be akin to the BOJ 
admitting it has ef fectively lost the ability to control yields, resulting in a signif icant loss of  credibility.  The 

BOJ's own analysis suggests that it should be able to avoid in large part the negative impact on the 
economy if  yields up to around f ive years can be kept a low levels.  

• If  this happens, we think the BOJ would do so by combining funds-supplying operations against pooled 

collateral and f ixed-rate operations for two and f ive years, both of  which were recently introduced, with new 
forward guidance. We also think that a new f ramework will be a sof ter one than at present in that the BOJ 
will allow more f lexible moves of  yields. As for timing, we continue to expect Q223, leaning toward June. 

 
J.P.Morgan: We continue to think another YCC tweak is just a matter of  time, but Governor Kuroda appears to 
have lef t the decision to the new BoJ leadership. Most questions at the press conference related to his assessment 

of  monetary policy over past decade of  his two terms as Governor. Kuroda said that while the BoJ had yet to 
achieve its inf lation target of  2% in a sustainable manner, he saw some signs of  change. That said, he reiterated 
his easing bias, noting that the BoJ needed to maintain monetary easing so that f irms were able to raise wages. 

Also, he mentioned that, in thinking about the negative side ef fects potentially caused by monetary policy, the BoJ 
was concerned only by those that impeded the monetary policy transmission mechanism.  
 

• Both the Upper and Lower Houses approved the incoming Governor and Deputy Governors. Incom ing 
Governor Ueda is scheduled to take of f ice on April 9; his Deputies on March 20. We expect the BoJ 
monetary policy normalization, including further YCC adjustments, to proceed under the new leadership. 

Our baseline forecast looks for an adjustment to the YCC policy band at the June meeting, but we continue 
to see the risk of  an earlier move alongside f irming wage growth and broadening price pressures.  
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MUFG: Speculation about a last-minute Kuroda surprise at his f inal Monetary Policy Board  meeting today was 
dashed. However, once JGB and JPY rate asset positions are short-covered, market speculation will likely tend 
toward a revision of  monetary easing. Inf lation awareness has hardened at around 4%. Going forward, we expect  

activity to pick up surrounding revising the joint statement to make policy changes.The BoJ must end its 
overshooting style of  commitment in order to manage Japan’s  monetary base with neutrality. This is related to the 
joint statement and goes beyond the scope of  BoJ’s policy decisions. We expect Governor Ueda to assess 

monetary policy and revise the joint statement, then cancel the range for yield curve control  operations and blur the 
settings for JGB purchasing operations and gradually returns  to the monetary operations style to prior to 2016, 
before negative interest rates and yield curve control operations. 

 
Societe Generale: As we expected, the BoJ maintained its current monetary policy at today’s policy board 
meeting. Going forward, the BoJ is also likely to keep its policies unchang ed in April, at the f irst meeting under the 

new governor, Kazuo Ueda. However, we expect that the BoJ will widen the range of  f luctuation permitted on 10-
year JGB yields f rom ±50bp to ±100bp at the June monetary policy meeting. In addition, the BoJ could m ake it 
clear that it will hold the current range or YCC until further progress is made in prices and wages.  

 
TD Securities: Kuroda wraps up his f inal meeting as Governor with no surprise and lef t all policy tools unchanged. 
That said, the statement contains more content than before with a more thorough rundown of  the economic 

situation. The details of  the statement are not particularly surprising, but the BOJ has acknowledged some 
improving conditions in the economy, inf lation expectations and wages. 
 

• The BOJ's dealer survey has shown further worsening in JGB conditions. Admittedly, that may be because 
the BOJ bought record amounts of  JGBs to defend YCC earlier this year. In this light, the Bank may prefer 
to see how this evolves before making another adjustment. But with terminal rate risks risings around the 
Fed and a few other central banks, as well as a theme of  higher for longer a more likely scenario, the BOJ 

is going to be faced with more pressure to make another move on YCC. It is important to note that 
adjusting YCC should not be viewed as dependent on inf lation dynamics (which are improving in Japan). 
Rather any future move will be based on improving bond market function. This is indeed how the BOJ 

justif ied the move to raise the yield cap in December. 

• We will have to see how Ueda steers the BOJ. Ultimately however, the long -term goal will likely have to 
rely on the BOJ being replaced by natural domestic demand of  JGBs (especially given the demographics 

and asset-liability matching). That will take time. We reckon that the BOJ will want to gradually get up to 
1% on 10s at some point before assessing the viability of  YCC altogether.  

• While f lows have shown a pick-up in foreign bond buying by Japanese investors, the sustainabil ity of  this is 

questionable. FX-hedged costs for these investors are extremely punitive across the G10, making 10y 
JGBs more attractive. For now, Ueda will order a policy review, which may serve as the platform to begin 
making changes in Q2 this year. 

• Changes on the policy rate altogether may require more time. But it is worth noting that despite the rhetoric 
around inf lation by the BOJ, there are f irmer signs of  broad inf lation forces. Indeed, for the f irst time in 
decades, nearly two-thirds of  the components in CPI are accelerating above 2%. We see a broadening 
dynamic under higher thresholds as well. This is not just constrained to goods, but also some inf lation 

emerging within services. There is also evidence of  wage pass-through with the Tankan output prices 
component sitting at a multi-decade high. Similarly, the core-core metric is near the highs f rom the early 
90s and the annual spring wage negotiations seem to already have revealed a hef ty pay increase for 

workers already. 


